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A Week Of Seeing News Differently On The Digital Sunday Express
Collet Ndlovu
I have offered the alternative
on these news platforms and
the alternative is very simple:
I am saying the political route
has failed miserably and more
than half of the country’s
people no longer believe in it
anyway (hence apathy) so I
am saying for this lot that has
lost faith in politics anyway
why not try the economic
route starting with the currency. The currency is a key
variable that is at the core of
Zim’s financial mayhem..
The problem in Zim, apart
from the obduracy and obstinacy of politicians, is the obscurantism of professionals.
Their resistance to change is
only matched by the obduracy of politicians.
As things stand now, Zim
is resistant to the Schumpeterian process of creative
destruction ie destroying the
old and obsolete way of doing
things and embracing newer
and more useful and efficient
means).
Because of the resistance by
those who are pro-status-quo,
the situation will unfortunately continue ad infinitum(endlessly) and ad libitum (as
much as possible).
News Ambassador
Was just watching CNN na9
The war in Ukrain is far from
over Russia is intensifying its
attacks Russia gaining ground
is now attacking from many
fronts and have added more
reinforcements as US is also is
digging deeper in their coffers
to supply Ukrain with weapons Biden requested Congress
for billions and is now most
likely to deep more money
from a pool of funds which
does not need Congress
approval. The war is going to
cost more than anticipated
on both sides but for Ukraine
this is going to be devastating
for they will need to rebuild
and at the same time they
will need to repay the US for
the weapons they are being

supplied mmm kunzima

Marco Machona

Alex Mdlongwa

Zambia has sold out, to have
good relations with USA as
a sovereign state is allowed
but to open a military base
considering what’s happening
to Ukraine is being selfish and
myopic.

Ukraine is winning READ
THIS. The Russian media got
to the bottom of an interesting thing: Zelensky’s wife
and children have already
received British citizenship.
Come on, he got it himself
most probably,although this
should contradict the Constitution of Ukraine.
But the parents of the bloody
clown refused citizenship.
Well, at least someone in this
family has a conscience.
Also, by the decision of the
UK government, citizenship
was granted to the head of
the office of the President of
Ukraine Andriy Ermak and
his family members, as well
as Zelensky’s adviser Mikhail
Podolyak and his family
members. A number of employees of the General Staff of
Ukraine and the SBU are in
the process of receiving it.
The Ukrainian elites have
prepared a spare airfield for
themselves, but most Ukrainians will remain with empty
pockets.

Zambia brings heat and instability to the whole SADC
region.
Zambia is not even a member of NATO and they would
never allow an African country to be in the UN Security
Council let alone being a
member of NATO.
HH is a sucker for praises.
They always look for the
weakest link in African leadership and shower them with
all kinds of empty praises that
mean nothing to them.
HH loves being praised like
some of our leaders, it’s a
sign of an inferiority complex #The African Democrats
(TAD).
Forwarded: Newsgroup
As long as you play along
with the existing government
system… ( by this I mean

allowing it to continue) you
have no right to complain. If
ever there was a time when
we can see that the existing
system has betrayed us it’s
now.

Boss Capital T Makombe

Party politics is built to fail…
parties get bribed and vote in
groups … we need self governance like the Swiss canton system and then we hire
independent professionals
who have to meet targets and
budgets on time or else good
bye via another referendum.

We don’t seem to have any
identity protocols of the so
called people who claim to be
non partisan but just ordinary
citizens making a citizens
claim on Hopewell’s Boar
Goats!
Who are these people ….
Mashurugwi or what?
Hopewell is a common citizen
of Zimbabwe and should have
the police protection availed
to anybody in these circumstances.
The so called “vanhu” will
take Hopewell’s wealth
without proper contest or
protocols…. What next ……
mombe dzababa Farai or Mai
Chioniso vakatenga Tractor
yawo kuGermany or China.
This is setting a wrong precedent. Are we saying the government doesn’t respect the
rule of law or private ownership. On the same token we
are talking of land audit and
investment .
We need a statement from
the commissioner of police
on the legality of the so called
“vanhu” conduct!

We the people have to take
responsibility for ourselves
and there is the problem!
People have been too lazy and
selfish to do that. They want
to outsource responsibility to
big daddy and mommy government so they don’t have to
take responsibility for themselves or any decisions.
We need compulsory voting
and a better way or we will
get a big wake up!! Who on
this group knows about the
World Health Organisation’s
pandemic treaty? It is basically one world government…
is that what we want? I don’t
think so…

I am unsure about the objective of unknown entities raiding the Chin’ono homestead
to retrieve his boar goats.
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Deepen relations between individuals from
the two countries. Those
networks are important,
even beyond the Zimbabwean crisis
By Dr Eddie Mahembe
This week I make a welcome return to the Sunday Express, and Happy
Workers Day To All The
Workers on the Continent. This week we look
at the ways to minimise
the socio-economic
impact and disruptions
that will arise as a result
of the cancellation of the
Zimbabwean Exemption
Permits.

Part 1: Ten Tips On How To
Minimise Disruption Due
To Cancellation Of ZEP

lenges, especially with
their banks, traffic licence
authorities, etc and are
unsure whether they
would receive their UnTo start off – the South
employment Insurance
African (SA) government Fund (UIF) for benefits,
recently decided to cancel provident funds, and
the Zimbabwean Exemp- work benefits after 31
tion Permit (ZEP) or the December 2022.
Zimbabwean Special Dispensation Permit (ZSP)
On the other hand, the
which has been in place, growing influence of a
in various forms, since
vigilante organisation
2009. As part of manby the name Dudula
aging the cancellation,
Movement exacerbates
the almost 180 000 ZEP
the uneasiness of foreign
holders were granted a
nationals in South Africa.
12-month grace period
until 31 December 2022. This article is a first in a
Most of the ZEP holders series, which is meant to
are unlikely to qualify for open a discussion on the
the recently published
socio-economic impact
SA critical skills list or
of the cancellation of
the business visa. On
the ZEP on both SA and
one hand, most of the
Zimbabwe. The main
ZEP holders are already
focus of this article is to
facing professional chal- offer some important tips
Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
newspaper today: Visit www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
com and text hi on the whatsapp icon

on how to prepare for
life beyond 31 December 2022. I foresee some
disruptions which might
affect the social, political
and economic status of
many people, especially
school going children,
those running small businesses, and even those
formally employed. As
you know, failure to plan
is planning to fail!
Background and Context
The SA government
instituted the Dispensation of Zimbabweans
Project (DZP) in April
2009, which would allow
the holders of the DZP
permit to work, conduct
business and/or study
in the country. The four
main objectives then

were to (i) regularise
Zimbabweans residing in
SA illegally, (ii) curb the
deportation of Zimbabweans who were in SA
illegally, (iii) reduce pressure on the asylum seeker
and refugee system, and
(iv) provide amnesty to
Zimbabweans who might
have obtained SA documents fraudulently.
A total of 294 511 Zimbabweans applied for
the DZP permit, 242 731
received their permits
while 51 780 were not
successful. According to
the SA government, the
DZP was established as
a ‘gesture of support and
solidarity’ with a neighbouring country and as
a way of managing the
large number of illegal
migrants from Zimba-

was looking forward to
Zimbabwe’s “return to a
path of stability and prosperity” and that the ZSP
was to be seen as “a temporary bridge to the near
future when all Zimbabweans will re-enter the
mainstream immigration
process in SA”.
Towards the expiry of the
ZSP, the SA government
launched the ZEP in
September 2017 to allow
Zimbabweans to work,
study and/or conduct
business for a further
period of four (4) years
(01 January 2018 to 31
December 2021). Next
Week Part 2: The Ten
Tips
Dr Eddie Mahembe is a
Development Economist
and is currently a Council
Member of the Zimbabwe
Economics Society (ZES)
and Editor of the Zimbabwe Journal of Economics
(ZJE). He holds a PhD
in (Development) Economics, MCom in Economics, BCom Honours
in Econometrics and BSc.
Honours in Economics.
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terial, intellectual and emotional features – that characterises a society or a group. It
includes creative expressions,
community practices and
material or built forms.
The relationship between culture and development should
be clarified and deepened in
constructive and practical
ways. I am convinced that,
the way in which the colonisation of Africa started by
bringing trade, Christianity
and civilisation was not towards African development.

The African Democrats Call
For The Repatriation Of Zimbabwe’s Sacred Bird
The more you know your history, the more liberated you
are: Maya Angelou
By Chitsara TM
While I was contemplating on
quoting Maya Angelou who
noted the importance of the
interlink between history, culture and development, when
I was exploring the British
colonial disrespect and distortion of the African cultural
heritage of the Shona people
by defaming the sacredness of
the Zimbabwe bird, I made a
realisation.

The More You Know
Your History, The More
Liberated You Are

I realised that, the defamation, repatriation and unrecompensation of the Shona, I
feel motivated and reinforced
to carry the ‘The African
Democrats’ flag to continue
challenge the legacies of the
colonial regime that affected
the country enormously.
Since the early years of the
Great Zimbabwe, in the 11th
century, the originally carved
soapstone birds at the site,
which were a representation
of the most venerated African
bateleur fish eagle, had political and cultural symbolism of
the Shona people’s social, religious, cultural and economic
life in the kingdom.
The bird among the Shona
used and still carries a critical
and important meanings. It
was a Rozvi totem, of which
great kings led clans and
communities that built the
great Zimbabwe.

Thus, in the sociopolitical
case, carved soapstone birds
represented every king who
ruled at the Great Zimbabwe
Kingdom. This was essential
for annual ceremonies, memorials and the transmission
of history from generation to
generation.
Another representation of the
bird meant that, the bird was
a messenger or the Highest
God and the ancestors. Thus,

The
Sunday
Express

it was a messenger of God to
the people.
It used to notify the community of imminent disasters,
wars and calamities as an
early warning system. This
would make the community aware of whatever that is
coming so that they can be
prepared.
This role and responsibility
makes the bird sacred and
most revered among the

Shona. It was a supernatural
emblem in the kingdom and
the whole community.
With this background, it is
not in vain to connect history,
culture, liberation and development.
Taking lessons from a capitalistic observation of the United Nations on Culture and
Diversity which noted that,
-culture is a whole complex
of distinctive spiritual, ma-

This was a calculative move
that aimed at destroying the
African culture, which holds
people, their communities,
and their civilisations intact
to its knees and start implementing a Western culture in
the African continent.
The issue that made me
furious is the fact that, colonial intervention was tricky,
bribery, intolerant and unconventional in nature. It
was the devil manifesting in
Africa against the Most High’s
people.
When I think of the illegal
confiscation of the Zimbabwe
birds by Cecil Rhodes, Mr
Posselt (hunter), the South
African Apartheid government among other colonial
demagogues, I felt that white
colonial supremacists profaned my rich culture, religion, socio-politics, as well as
our unique civilization.
Read the full article on www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Chitsara TM Is With The
African Democrats. He is a
researcher, scholar, pillar for
academic write-ups on this
very subject and Presidential
Advisor. He is also working on
the History Channel – a TV
series of who are the Shonas.
The views expressed are his
and the political party that he
represents, and do not represent the Editorial position of
The Sunday Express.
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How Tennis Great Crashed Down To Earth
By Jon Kelly
One bright July day in 1985,
a strawberry-blond 17-yearold stood before an awestruck
crowd and kissed the golden
Wimbledon trophy. Boris
Becker was the youngest ever
men’s champion at the competition and the first to win it
unseeded.
His remarkable achievement
invited every spectator to
wonder what someone so
young might go on to achieve.
On an overcast afternoon
almost 37 years later, Becker
was jailed for two and a half
years at Southwark Crown
Court.
He had been found guilty of
breaking UK insolvency laws
after he was declared bankrupt in 2017, owing creditors
almost £50m.
The former world number
one had been accused of hiding millions of pounds worth
of assets to avoid paying his
debts. He was acquitted on a
further 20 charges.
It was an ignominious fate
for the six-time Grand Slam
champion, who in his heyday was nicknamed “Boom
Boom” for his domineering
serve. As a player, Becker
never failed to captivate spectators - especially in the UK,
where he has lived since 2012.
“Whenever I talked to him, I
always got the impression that
deep down, Boris always felt:
‘Somehow, I’ll be OK,’” says
author and tennis historian
Chris Bowers, who ghostwrote the book Boris Becker’s
Wimbledon for the star.
“And finally, that attitude has
caught up with him.”
Becker’s success in tennis was
overshadowed by a turbulent private life and repeated
financial difficulties.
During the trial, Becker

Jailed...
said he had earned a “vast
amount” during his career,
but his income had “reduced
dramatically” after he retired in 1999. And after years
spent in legal battles, Becker’s
downfall was as protracted as
his ascent was rapid.

of 17 has had a significant
impact on his adult life.”

Certainly, Becker’s sudden
rise from the south-west
German town of Leimen to
that 1985 victory stunned
the tennis world - including
Becker himself, who said he
“Winning so young at Wimhad fully intended to go to
bledon - and in such style,
university and prepare for a
with his booming serve and
respectable career. “The last
diving volleys - turned Becker thing on everyone’s mind was
into an instant celebrity,” says me becoming a tennis proBBC tennis correspondent
fessional,” he told a student
Russell Fuller.
newspaper in 2012.
But a string of triumphs were
“Fame can of course be a dou- to follow - two more Wimble-edged sword and living
bledon titles, two Australian
with that stature from the age Open titles and one US Open.

Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
newspaper today: Visit www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
com and text hi on the whatsapp icon

There were also 13 Masters
Series titles and an Olympic
doubles gold medal.
He was the first man to
appear in seven Wimbledon
finals.
Crowds loved his swashbuckling style. “He was a charismatic tennis player and for a
few years, on his day, he was
the best in the world,” says
Bowers. Becker was even
nicknamed “Britain’s favourite German”.
But by his own admission,
Becker struggled to find a role
for himself after his retirement from playing in 1999.
“It affects your confidence

and self-belief,” he later said.
“I didn’t know what to write
on my passport as a profession. Ex-tennis player?”
Soon after he stopped playing,
his private life came under
intense scrutiny in the tabloids. His marriage to Barbara
Feltus collapsed amid claims
of infidelity, including a notorious liaison in the broom
cupboard of a London restaurant with a Russian model
who later gave birth to their
daughter.
In 2009 he announced his
engagement to Dutch model
Sharlely “Lilly” Kerssenberg.
They announced they were
separating nine years later. BBC
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3Ktv Stand A Hit At Zimbabwe International Trade Fair
Daily News

A trader at the fair, Innocent Moyo, also said the new
channel was “refreshing”. “I
watch the television channel
and I have fallen in love with
a number of programmes —
mostly the soapie Tangled, as
well as the other one called
Sweet 16. They are pretty
good shows,” he said.
Well-known 3Ktv ambassador
and prominent comedian,

INDEPENDENT television
station, 3Ktv, has proved to
be a massive hit at the ongoing Zimbabwe International
Trade Fair (ZITF) in Bulawayo.
Over the past three busines
days, scores of exhibitors and
other visitors — both young
and old — have flocked to
the popular station’s stand,
with many of them expressing
their delight about the country’s first private free-to-air
television channel.
Among the visitors who were
at 3Ktv’s stand yesterday was
journalist Enos Denhere who
described the station’s history-making launch on February 28 this year as the dawn
of a new television era in
the country. “The coming of
3Ktv has brought new energy
into the local media industry
which lacked pluralism in the
broadcasting sector. “I am
very happy to say that I am

Carl Joshua Ncube, could not
hide his joy as he interacted
with visitors to the station’s
stand yesterday.

thoroughly enjoying watching the station, especially the
local soapie called Tangled,
which delves into relationship
matters. “All in all, the station’s programming is up to
scratch,” Denhere said.
An exhibitor, Ngonidzashe

Bakari said he was also delighted to finally meet some
of the crew behind the new
television station.
Hurudza
“I have been wondering
about who is behind the 3Ktv

A Fresh Perspective On The African Property Sector:
Cluster Developments, Plots and Small
Holdings News And Real Estate: on
www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com:
See Pages 11, 12 & 13

having followed it since its
launch. My favourite programme is Hurudza as I am a
farmer. “The television station
is doing very well with regards to both the quality of its
programming and pictures,
and it has wide news coverage,” he said.

“I am super delighted to be
part of 3Ktv. Remember, this
is the first time the station
is exhibiting here and it has
done so with a bang as is being proved by its popularity. I
am very excited,” he said.
As the fair opens its doors to
the public today and tomorrow, hordes of people are expected to flood to the popular
station’s stand.
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Zimbabweans increasingly
taking advantage of a range
of food-delivery apps and
websites that have sprung up
among the communities
By Nyasha Chingono
As food prices soar, Zimbabwe’s diaspora are opting for
delivery services rather than
money transfers to help hardhit relatives.
With the click of a button
and a few phone calls from
Wolverhampton, in England’s
West Midlands, Sharonrose
Manhiri ensures her grandmother in Zimbabwe’s Honde
valley receives her groceries
every month.
Manhiri is one of an increasing number of Zimbabweans
who have settled overseas
taking advantage of a range
of food-delivery apps and
websites that have sprung up
in Zimbabwe to help their
families survive the country’s
deep economic crisis.
Each month, from her home
in the UK, Manhiri orders
her 85-year-old grandmother,
Victoria Samanga, supplies
from a Zimbabwean online
delivery company, Fresh in A
Box.
She then contacts a “runner”
to collect the order from the
city of Mutare, in eastern
Zimbabwe, and take it the 80
miles (130km) to her grandmother’s home in the remote
Honde valley.
It is a big part of staying
in touch with my roots …
it’s more than just sending
groceries or money. Although
it can be complicated, “it is

Zimbabweans Increasingly Take
To Food Delivery Applications
always worth it”, she says.

bouring South Africa – has
for years been instrumental
in keeping the economy afloat
and keeping people from
going hungry, often sending
money through money-transfer agencies such as Mukuru,
WorldRemit and Western
Union.

“It is a big part of staying in
touch with my roots, staying connected to who I am.
It’s more than just sending
groceries or money,” says
Manhiri, 30. “It is how I stay
connected to the most important person back home, which
is my grandmother.
The central bank reported
diaspora remittances totalled
“It is just for her to know
$1.4bn (£1.06bn) last year, up
that even though I’m far
from $1bn in 2020, defying
away, I am thinking about
expectations that the amount
her upkeep and wellbeing.”
might drop during the panIt is a sentiment that became
demic.
particularly important when
Covid-19 stopped trips home. But more people are opting to
send groceries directly now,
Zimbabwe’s diaspora – 3 mil- rather than money, because
lion of whom live in neighit is cheaper. Cooking oil, for
example, costs $3.50 to send

to someone in Zimbabwe and
paid for from South Africa,
while it costs $4.50 to buy
in Zimbabwe. And money-transfer agencies such as
Senditoo are diversifying into
grocery deliveries to meet the
demand.
Gamuchirai Mutume, 36,
who lives in California, US,
finds online grocery shopping
more efficient.
“I normally go online, order
groceries and pay. The shoppers are so professional. If
I order in the morning, by
afternoon they would have
been delivered. It is a very
good and efficient process”
she says.

“I can take care of my family
back home with ease.”Her
aunt, Juliet Mbofana, who
lives in Norton, about 25
miles from Harare, says: “I
always look forward to receiving groceries from my niece.
They always deliver at home,
and this has been of great
help during Covid-19.”
Taking advantage of this rise
in online deliveries, Simbisa
Brands, which operates fastfood restaurants across Africa, has developed a platform
called InnBucks, which allows
Zimbabweans around the
world to buy lunch or dinner
for their families back home.
For Aldrin Maimba, 36, a
Zimbabwean living in Canada, buying his mother pizza
every week keeps him connected to home and family.
She orders, he pays directly
from Toronto, and the pizza
is delivered. – Source: The
Guardian
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Fiction Writing With
Nhamo Muchagumisa

young lover, she had had no
horizons to watch because
there was totally nothing of
heart’s interest outside the
confines of his shadow.

Touch Not The Sore Spot
By Nhamo Muchagumisa
The crumbling walls of the
old homestead felt more alive
than they used to when the
place was in one piece.

The memory of Mectilda
holding on to him for thirty minutes, weeping on his
shoulder on the day he took
the flight became very much
alive again in his memory
as he walked away from the
ruins.

Chamada felt his attachment
to the ruined place strike
a deep and sore spot in his
heart.
He had come down from the
city for a brief inspection of
his old home, now that his
parents had bought immovable property in a different
rural location and relocated
to his new farm homestead
with the entire family.
The debris from the ruined
walls, the weeds that made
a colony of the entire place
and the rusty buckets, pots,
broken china plates and cups,
had turned the place to a site
of archaeological interest, and
he was the archaeologist.
He had come down for a last
view of his old home as he
was getting into a new life.
Chama continued his inspection, but he began to feel
discouraged by the heat of the
mid morning sun which was
somehow on the severe side.
The young man raised his
face to look at the naked sky,
and a deep sense of vulnerability assailed his heart, how
exposed he felt to the perils
that normally awaited returnees like him, and to make him
feel worse he realised that
the prelude to all the possible
blunders one could imagine
was already in place.
“Time I should find my
way back to the bus station,”
Chama told himself, but a
sudden gust of wind seemed

March 2022:

His parents had been expecting him home that weekend,
but he had decided to visit the
home he had known.

The Nhamo Muchagumisa
Fiction Writing Series

Touch Not The Sore Spot
to breathe more life into the
piles of broken stones and
bricks and into the cracks of
the desolate walls.
Suddenly, he realised that he
had not visited the pitch tree
under which his little sisters
would play house.
He walked the fifty metres
towards the fruit tree whose
top had turned into a colossal
canopy of branches, twigs and
green leaves.
The aroma of rotting pitches
that littered the ground under
the canopy of the tree sailed
through his nostrils.
Nobody seemed to visit this
place any more, but as he

TheSunday
Express

entered the shade of the pitch
tree, a deep footprint under
the tree met his eye.
Clearly marked in the caked
earth, the footmark was the
only evidence of human involvement within the vicinity
of the wasteland of a deserted
home.
Chama looked around for
more footmarks, but there
was no other footmark. What
could this possibly mean.
Chama was most certainly
hallucinating and it was time
he should get the bus back to
the city. So he walked away,
never looking back, a deep
footprint foregrounded in his

mind. Chama had gone to
study abroad and was back in
his home country after spending three years in a foreign
land. It was on his return that
he had to embrace two irreversible changes, his family’s
relocation, and Mectilda’s
marriage to his old friend.
She had decided that she
could not wait any longer
for a man who had possibly
decided to settle forever in a
foreign land.
There is no sweetness that
ends in sweetness. Mectilda
had made Chama the centre
of her personal universe.
Within the shadow of her

His experience of the new
family home upon his return
and a few other weekends
could not exactly be counted
as a disappointment, but he
needed to visit the old homestead to collect his heart and
possibly move on, but the
sight of the footprint in the
fringes of the broken homestead meant one new thing to
him, that his attachment to
the desolate homestead would
hold on until he discovered
whose footprint it was.
Was he not fantasising?
Anyone who knew nothing
about his betrayal by Mectilda
would consider him a lucky
young man, getting a well
paid job two months after his
return from abroad, while
other graduates forgot about
their paper qualifications and
turned to venting and gold
panning. Full Report: www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Nhamo Muchagumisa is an
English Language and Literature teacher, and he writes
from Odzi. He writes in his
own capacity and can be
contacted on +263771271478
Email him at: muchagumisan@gmail.com
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Etosha Advertorial: Private Cemeteries

Own Correspondent
This week on the Sunday
Express Property Digest, we
feature the Etosha Gardens
as part of a new series of land
use survey in Zimbabwe: and
in this space: Private Cemeteries.
Etosha is the remainder of Lot
1 Of Subdivision A Of Galway Estates, located in Ruwa
area. It was only in 2016 when
the decision was made to convert the farm into a cemetery.
A permit was dully granted by
the Goromonzi Rural District
Council on 18th of October
2017. Since then, preparations have been underway to
develop an up-market private
cemetery which will rival the
best in the country.

Demystifying Death: Giving New
Meaning To Resting In peace

News on the ground is that
the company’s operations
started on the 1st of January
2021 and has gained a competitive advantage over others
in the same industry.
Business is open to serve the
Middle and High-Income
groups of different race and
culture.
Etosha said that they are a
fairly new cemetery business
and constantly developing
the area to suit one’s needs.
The company supports each
family to bid farewell to their
departed loved ones in the
most compassionate manner.
As Etosha Gardens, the entity
said it specialises on giving
memorable burial plots to
departed loved ones, and with
client’s help they can engrave
their memories so that the
future generation know about
their family heritage.
Aims: demystify death, to be
the number one in this busi-

ness, to meet the standards
looked for by our clients, and
to provide comfort and relief
The business seeks to make
Etosha Gardens an ultimate
destination of choice.
Motto. Think Positive, Think
Etosha Gardens.

History rests here at Etosha Gardens, in a place we
vow to keep safely and very
much alive. There is no better
place to preserve your family
history than here at Etosha
Gardens.
We define ourself as a sanctu-

ary for memorials that create
a source of comfort to the
living by providing a final
resting place for the loved
ones we lost and by reuniting
families.
Positivity is a choice, and
happiness depends on the

quality of your thoughts. And
we have every reason to say,
“Think positive, think Etosha
Gardens”.
We make Etosha Gardens an
ultimate destination of choice.
Full writeup: www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com.
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Golf Tournament Emphasises The Preparedness and
Storage In Real Estate Business Discussion
Own Correspondent
Shelter Zimbabwe and Etosha
Gardens businesses come
from the Rutima Holdings
stable. Rutina itself is operating in the business of accommodation.
That is in real estate –
through residential stands,
flats, clusters, gated estates
and the after life through
the sale of individual graves,
family units and the after life
celebration
The golf tournament during
Easter Weekend was Shelter
and Etosha’s way of pronouncing media visibility and
celebrating market support
on the news media front.
The tournament was supported by Raging Tigers – all
the way from South Africa
and will be an annual event
going forward – which will be
replicated at several other golf
estates and venues - opportunities permitting.
As Etosha and Shelter Zimbabwe, special thank you to
George Mudanga, chairman,
Aulia Alfazema, secretary
and Elias Sawari the convener
for Shumba Golf Society and
Frank Thema, chairman and
Sam Sithole, captain of Raging Tigers and their members
for their support which saw a
field of 85 over the two days
at Royal Harare Golf and
Chapman Golf clubs.
Congratulations to Davison
Elijah for winning the twoday tournament, and also on
the podium – day one and
two winners Roy Shayahama
and Livingstone Gwata.
At the forefront of this event
was the need to promote our
storage product and begin a
discussion of preparedness
into after life.
Storage as seen in the many
clients who have taken to
buying our real estate (graves,
stands, flats, clusters etc)

Shelter Zimbabwe, Etosha
Gardens Mark Easter Week
With Golf Tournament
as a solid way of protecting
value – given current Zimbabwe market volatility and
of course the need to invest
for passive income needed in
later life (retirement).
Preparedness is a discussion
we have started both at Shelter and at Etosha because at
Shelter one needs to buy real
estate to prepare for accommodation needs today and
tomorrow.
Nothing beats staying in your

own home. Nothing beats
rental income to compliment
one’s income when one’s productive life comes to an end
which it will for everyone.
At Etosha one needs a grave
or a Family unit to prepare
for the inevitable. But equally
some are buying as a sure investment which they can sell
for a return when the need
arises.
The discussion on preparedness is critical and has begun
given that most people buy

funeral policies which provide service up to the casket –
without a conversation about
the final resting place.
It is not rocket science that a
grave must be part of every
funeral plan to have complete
and organised preparedness
Historically the grave was
not a factor because many of
our people were being buried
Kumusha/Ekhaya.
With time, that is shifting as
increasingly, our people are

becoming urbanised. Our
children are getting established in urban settings, the
parents have strong networks
of friends and church mates
in urban settlements making
it inevitable that urban final
resting is a must.
This is made worse by the
growing need to celebrate
after life be it at time of burial
or memorial services after
burial, for some even annually.
Popping in to spend quality
time with our dear departed
while you read a book or picnic is the growing trend.
Many feel better after praying
with their departed ones, and
the settings of many funerals
sites must be designed for
such occasion: See www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
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Richest Square Mile In Africa Is Property Investor’s Dream
Sandton, the bustling financial district in the heart of Johannesburg, South Africa has
come to epitomise fine living
and extravagance in Africa.
But it is its exclusive real estate offerings, one that caters
to every taste that sets it apart
as one of the continent’s top
destinations for luxury city
living.
According to the international luxury real estate listings
site, Mansion Global, the
district, often dubbed the
continent’s richest square
mile, thrives on the back of
the wealth of Johannesburg
city, which boasts the largest
concentration of millionaires
in Africa.
As of 2021, there were 15
100 dollar millionaires and
two dollar billionaires in the
city, according to the Africa
Wealth Report 2021, making
it the continent’s wealthiest
city.
Cape Town came in second,
with Cairo third, while Lagos
and Durban took positions
four and five respectively.
In Africa, wealth markets are
dominated by South Africa,
Egypt, Nigeria, Morocco and
Kenya, which together make
up 50 per cent of Africa’s total
wealth.
The 2022 Knight Frank
Wealth Report shows that 10
257 more Africans joined the
league of the world’s HNWI,
those with a net worth of
more than 1 million US dollars, in 2021, reflecting an 8.2
per cent jump from 2020. The
number now stands at more
than 135 000,

“Last year’s global economic
rebound supercharged wealth
creation,” said Liam Bailey,
Knight Frank’s Global Head
of Research.
Africa’s giant tech start-up
ecosystems made the biggest gains, with South Africa
leading the pack, adding 3
809 individuals to the million-dollar league, to reach 31
853 in 2021.
Egypt came second, adding 1
303 individuals to settle at 15
740, as Nigeria’s HNWI population reached 28 996 from 27
928 in 2020, to finish in the
third position.
This surge in the number of
HNWI is inflating demand
for luxury penthouses and
condos as well as traditional
homes like villas and bungalows, particularly those boasting private spas, phenomenal
views and seamless service.

Africa’s high net worth individuals stir an ultra-luxury
property market (Graphics:
Hope Mukami)
While Africa’s rich are already
splurging on top-of-therange cars, bespoke clothing
and accessory brands, online
property advertising reveals
growing demand for multi-million dollar penthouses.
It shows that the continent’s
HNWIs are willing to fork out
anywhere between 1 million
and over 10 million US dollars for a penthouse.
Luxury penthouses in Africa
offer valet parking, round the
clock security service, a club
room, emergency services on
call and a swimming pool,
often on an upper floor.
Johannesburg and Cape Town
have the largest concentration
of luxury penthouses in Africa, with penthouses like the
mixed-use Leonardo in the

former and Eventide Penthouse in the latter, featuring
prominently.
In Kenya, international real
estate developer Lordship
Africa is on course to set up
the second-highest residential
condominium in Africa, 88
Nairobi Condominium, at
an estimated cost of over 50
million US dollars.
The 44-floor property in the
upmarket Upper Hill area
of Nairobi targets doctors,
lawyers, bankers, expatriates
and MPs who are looking for
luxury living.
It follows a feasibility study
conducted by Lordship which
showed high demand for
quality accommodation in
Upper Hill, which already
boasts an impressive skyline.
The Aviation Industry Corporation of China’s six highrise
towers in Nairobi’s Westlands

suburbs are also nearing completion. Marketed as Global
Trade Centre (GTC), the imposing structures will include
the 184m-tall Avic Tower,
with 47 floors, the topmost
of which will house A-grade
offices.
The second tallest tower, at
142 metres and 35 floors, will
house a hotel that is to be
operated by Marriott International, an American hospitality firm.
Ikoyo district in Lagos, Nigeria is also increasingly dotted
with ultra-luxury penthouses
costing upwards of 3 million
US dollars each.
The nearly completed, Belmonte Ultra Luxury Homes
is a stunning 20-floor architectural masterpiece nestled
on Bourdillon Road, Ikoyi,
the wealthiest neighbourhood
in Lagos. - Source: Mail And
Guardian
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Klopp’s Liverpool Contract: Great For The
League, Bad News For The Opponents
Football365.com
Jurgen Klopp has signed
a new deal, Liverpool are
buzzing and the Premier
League is rubbing its
hands together.
Yesterday they beat Newcastle to go top of the
Premier League.
The clubs in the Premier
League sigh and prepare
for four more years of
domination and biannual
(probably quadannual)
drubbings.
Klopp’s new deal at Anfield takes him through
to the summer of 2026.
It’s brilliant news for
Liverpool, obviously. The
club love him, the fans
love him, the players love
him and the feeling goes
both ways.
Klopp is now synonymous with Liverpool
Football Club; may God
help the poor sod who
will eventually replace
him.
But he’s just as valuable a commodity to the
Premier League. Klopp,
as a manager, is ‘worth
the entrance fee alone’ –
worth spending half your
wages on 27 different
platforms to watch him
fist-pumping at the Kop,
grimacing like a gladiator removing their latest
head, conducting those
special Anfield nights.
He’s the box office man-

ager of a box office football team playing box
office football.
And the Premier League
smiles, pats him on the
cap and reaps the rewards.
The English top flight
is no longer The Best
League In The World
simply because English people said so often
enough. It is now actually the best league in the
world, owing to it having
the best football teams.
After a fallow period
of five years without a
representative in the
Champions League final,
should Manchester City
and Liverpool hold onto
their advantages in the
semi-finals this season,

seven of the last ten finalists will have hailed from
this green and pleasant
land.
The news of Klopp’s extension as good as guarantees further years of
supremacy.
It’s not just about Liverpool, but about the inability for those who wish
to compete to rest on
their laurels.

It’s a harrowing thought
for all Premier League
clubs, including Manchester City, who are
right there alongside
them.
The Premier League will
want to bleed what has
become a wonderful – if
slightly too respectful –
rivalry for the four years
Klopp is now committed
to, at the very least.
That relies on Pep Guardiola.

la. The City boss is about
to enter the final year of
his contract at the Etihad
and will have spent seven
seasons at the club by the
summer of 2023.

He has extraordinary
footballers at his disposal,
at a football club with extraordinary resources to
continue to develop and
improve.
But that alone may not be
enough for him to extend
The Premier League bar
his deal; he’s been on the
is as high as it’s ever been,
Both City and Liverpool verge of leaving on more
and given Liverpool’s
than one occasion and
are excellent football
brilliance on the pitch,
this is comfortably the
teams with very gifted
where they swarm over
longest he’s stayed at one
and suffocate opponents footballers, but the reason either is able to keep club.
to win game after game
If anything was to perpace with the other is
with no let up, and off
it, where they have an
down to their managers. saude him to remain it
Liverpool without Klopp may well be the promise
extraordinary record of
making perfect signings, would not be in this title of further great battles
with his affable nemesis
the ceiling may not yet be race and the same goes
for City without Guardio- on Merseyside.
in sight.
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